
FLIGHTSAFETY INTERNATIONAL WELCOMES
BOLDIQ TO ITS EXTENDED ADVANTAGE
PROGRAM

/EINPresswire.com/ LaGuardia Airport,

New York (January 23, 2013) -

FlightSafety International is proud to

announce that it has selected BoldIQ to

participate in its Extended Advantage

Program.

“We recognize that the operational

requirements placed upon our

Customers, beyond training, continue to grow at an astonishing rate,” said Chris Weinberg,

Director of Strategy & Business Development. “Through the Extended Advantage program,

FlightSafety is helping our Customers satisfy these demands by identifying products and

solutions that meet the same quality standards that they expect when they come to FlightSafety.

We feel that BoldIQ will deliver significant value to our Customers’ flight operations in a time

when resource constraints continue to grow.”

BoldIQ, will provide FlightSafety’s Customers with preferred pricing for its fully integrated and

automated flight operations management platform – Astro™ - with its built in optimization

engine - Solver™. The Astro™ platform offers the ability to optimize large scale resources and

manage disruptions, all in real-time, generating significant increases in productivity and

decreases in operating costs. BoldIQ is a global provider of revolutionary software-driven

optimization solutions to industries that operate in highly complex, constantly changing

environments.

“We are very proud that FlightSafety International, a global leader in the aviation industry,

selected us,” said Roei Ganzarski, President & COO of BoldIQ. “I am confident that our highly

sophisticated automation and optimization platform will provide FlightSafety’s Customers with a

level of value to their operation they have not seen before.”

Other FlightSafety Extended Advantage program partners include ARGUS - PRISM - Safety

Management System; PASSUR - Flight operation data analysis; Alertness Solutions - Fatigue

Awareness Training; Absolute Computer Solutions - Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) bundles and

support; Onboard Data Systems (OBDS) - Electronic Checklist Customization & Update Service;

http://www.boldiq.com


and CLIP Training - Microsoft Windows & Office online training.

FlightSafety International is the world’s premier professional aviation training company and

supplier of flight simulators, visual systems and displays to commercial, government and military

organizations. The company provides more than a million hours of training each year to pilots,

technicians and other aviation professionals from 154 countries and independent territories.

FlightSafety operates the world’s largest fleet of advanced full flight simulators at Learning

Centers and training locations in the United States, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France,

Japan, South Africa, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom.
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